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Office of the Director General of Police Raiasthan'l Jaipur
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Order

One of the Priorities of Rajasthan Police for year 20 I0 is to provide
'Sensitive and Responsive Police'. Every police officer has to contribute in
. this direction. Our sincerity and responsiveness is reflected in our behavior
and response to complainants. All the complainants want quick disposal of
their complaintsl grievances. Therefore it is warranted that cases are
disposed at the earliest in a fair manner.
But it has been noticed that percentage of pending cases is very high
in most of the Distts. though it was conveyed already that pendeney of 5%
of all type of cases like pending investigatio~, pending \.S. & F.R., uls
173(8) Cr. P.C. and uls 299 Cr. P.C. be maintained. In some Police Statjons
pendency shown in Rojnamcha does not reflect real pendency as they S1:10W
only pending cases, not the ones mentioned above. This practice should be
discontinued immediately so that real pendency is brought to the notice of
officers every morning.
You are directed to review all cases pending in your jurisdiction

and

utilize all JIGs ITomH.C. upwards to reduce the pendency within given time.
It has been experienced in the past, that distribution of cases is also not
equitable. Therefore some of the J/Os are overloaded whereas' others remain
under worked. You should take personal interest in development & work
satisfaction of each police personnel so that they deliver the maximum in
given circumstances. Tendency to avoid giving investigation to H.Cs. should
be stopped.
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In some of the Police Stations cases pending uls 299 Cr.P.c. are
ignored by all officers. No efforts are put in to get the absconders declared as
. P.Os.. All cases uls 299 Cr.P.c. as on 01-07-2010 should be brought down
to 'Zero' by 31-07-2010.
Delay in taking timely action leads to malpractices. It has been
decided to launch a campaign from 5thJuly to 4th August to reduce the high
pendency in above mentioned heads viz criminal cases as well as cases uls
299 Cr.P.C. in Distts.. The pendency should be maintained within the
stipulated 5% . Names of SHOs and the COs, who fail to come up to the
mark be communicated to Police Headquarters for taking a view.
The progress of the campaign should be reported by loth August.
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(H.C. Meena)
Director General of Police
Rajasthan, J"aipur.
Copy for Compliance :All IsGP Ranges, Rajasthan, including GRP, Jaipur.

Director General of Police
Rajasthan, Jaipur.

